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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Abatement of suit - Death of defendant no.2 - Question of abatement of

suit as against defendant no.2 does not arise, as defendant no.1 being mother of
defendant no.2 is already there on record. (A.P.) 365

Ad-interim injunction - Disobedience - There has to be not mere
disobedience but it should be a willful disobedience. (Allahabad) 385

Adoption deed - Presumption cannot be raised in absence of signature of
natural father or mother of adoptee - Adoption deed not valid. (Allahabad) 093

Agreement to sell - Oral - Two companies - Normally when two companies
want to enter into an agreement for sale and purchase of land, they must enter into
a written agreement, but not by way of an oral agreement. (Telangana) 609

Amendment of plaint - Relief clause allowed to be amended - No occasion
to grant fresh opportunity to lead evidence to defendant to the amended plaint and
moreso no such right was asserted by defendant during pendency of suit.

(P&H) 040

Amendment of plaint - Subsequent event - Plaintiff having right to file
another suit on the basis of amendment sought - No reason not to allow amendment.

(P&H) 480

Amendment of plaint - Suit for permanent injunction - Defendant asserting
his right on the basis of Will - Amendment of plaint sought so as to challenge the
Will - Amendment allowed. (Rajasthan) 319

Certificate - Issued by a living person is not admissible in evidence, unless
the person who issued the certificate comes and deposes before the Court.

(Madras) 076

Consumer - Beneficiary of services, other than insured is a consumer under
the Act. (S.C.) 226

CPC : O.11.R.21 - Power under this provision can be invoked only in three
situations enumerated U.O.11.Rr.2, 12, 15 CPC and cannot be invoked in any
other context. (Kerala) 757

Cr.P.C. : S.125 - Alteration or review of maintenance order - Magistrate
does not become functuous officio after passing an order u/s 125 Cr.P.C.

(S.C.) 145

Cr.P.C. : S.125 - Amendment of petition - There is no specific bar that
provision of O.6.R.17 CPC is not applicable in case u/s 125 Cr.P.C. (M.P.) 116

Cross-examination of formal witnesses - Witnesses summoned to
produce documents and record - Cannot be cross examined unless they are called
as a witness. (P&H) 653

Cross-objection - Even if original appeal is withdrawn or is dismissed in
default, cross-objections are to be decided on merits and in accordance with law.

(S.C.) 558
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Cross-objections - Tenable only if appeal is validly tenable. (S.C.) 558

Deletion of defendant Nos.4 and 5 as parties to suit - Plaintiff sought a

decree against defendants No.4 & 5 - Order as to deletion of defendant Nos.4 & 5

set aside. (Delhi) 255

Dishonour of cheque - Appeal - Deposit of minimum of 20% of fine amount

or compensation - Provision of S.148(1) of the Act is mandatory. (Kerala) 416

Dishonour of cheque - Appeal - Deposit of minimum of 20% of fine amount

or compensation - Such deposit is to be made within sixty days. (Kerala) 416

Dishonour of cheque - Bail cancelled due to non appearance - Anticipatory

bail granted twice but accused chose not to appear - Third anticipatory bail application

- No ground to extend said concession for the third time. (P&H) 605

Dishonour of cheque - Cash loan of Rs.50,000/- - Plea that amount of

Rs.20,000/- and above should be given only by cheque - Cash loan of Rs.50,000/

- does not lead to inference that there was no loan transaction. (Madras) 501

Dishonour of cheque - Cash loan of Rs.50,000/- without obtaining a

pronote - Complainant stated that he knows accused who was his neighbour and

in good faith, he gave the loan - Loan cannot be disbelieved. (Madras) 501

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque issued by one partner to the other towards

his share/profit in the firm - Profit or share in a partnership firm is not a debt of one

partner to the other - Proceedings quashed. (Allahabad) 399

Dishonour of cheque - Company - Dissolution of company during

pendency of proceedings - Directors and other accused cannot escape by citing its

dissolution. (Madras) 434

Dishonour of cheque - Complaint against company through Managing

Director without naming any person as Managing Director is defective as even in

case of holding Company guilty, no one can be sentenced - Accused rightly acquitted.

(P&H) 786

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - 15% cheque amount towards cost

of litigation waived off. (P&H) 799

Dishonour of cheque - Deposit of amount, in complainants account, after

issuance of cheque and notice - Firstly to be adjusted towards the payment of

cheque amount. (P&H) 056

Dishonour of cheque - Expert opinion - Non consideration of petition filed

by accused - Execution of cheque proved - Held, mere non consideration of petition

filed by accused is not a matter which accused can canvass as a ground which

caused prejudice to his defence. (Kerala) 806

Dishonour of cheque - Loan - Money lender - Proof of registration as

money lender not required where money advanced is as a friendly loan and not in

money lending business. (P&H) 650

Dishonour of cheque - Loan transaction - Source of income - Non

production of document with regard to source of income to advance loan - Not a

ground to dismiss complaint. (Karnataka) 390
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Dishonour of cheque - Mediation - Law as to : (i) Cases involving criminal

offence not fit to be referred to mediation ; (ii) case u/s 138 of NI Act can be

referred to mediation if parties are interested in referring the matter for mediation;

(iii) it can be done only for the limited purpose of arriving at a settlement regarding

amount; (iv) on reaching the settlement, when report of mediation is received by

Court then complainant (a) may withdraw the complaint; (b) or he may file an

application for compounding u/s 147 of the Act; (iv) mediation agreement cannot

form part of the judgment or order of the criminal court; (v) criminal court cannot

rely on that agreement and pass an order in the nature of a decree relegating the

parties to get the amount realised by filing execution petition; (vi) dictum laid down

by the Supreme Court with regard to an award passed by the Lok Adalat in a case

u/s 138 of the Act, which is based on the deeming provision u/s 21 of Legal

Services Authorities Act, is not applicable to a mediation agreement. (Kerala) 601

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Issued beyond 30 days from the date of

return memo - Complaint is not maintainable. (Delhi) 510

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Mistake of cheque number in notice does

not make the notice defective or invalid. (Kerala) 306

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - No requirement to mention cheque number

in notice. (Kerala) 306

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - No specific role attributed

to petitioners - Summoning order qua petitioners quashed. (Delhi) 313

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Lack of pleadings in

involvement of company or its officials in complaint would undoubtedly defeat it.

(Kerala) 713

Dishonour of cheque - Procedure for investigation of offence is not

contemplated. (Madras) 668

Dishonour of cheque - Rebuttal - Plea of false assertions raised in reply to

the notice - Assertion raised in reply to the notice admitted to be correct by

complainant in his cross examination - Accused acquitted. (Rajasthan) 394

Dishonour of cheque - Signatures - Expert opinion - In reply notice plea of

security cheque raised - Order allowing application for expert opinion set aside.

(Kerala) 356

Dishonour of cheque - Two cheques - Cheque Dated 30.06.2006 bears

the number 371798 whereas second cheque dated 25.07.2006 bears the number

371797 - Accused admitted in the reply notice of issuance of two cheques -

Complainant cannot be attributed any role in the drawing and issuance of said

cheques. (Madras) 501

Dishonour of cheques - Loan - Accused resident of Pune and complainant

resident of Pali - There is no reason as to why accused would travel all the way

down to Pali for taking loan of a sum of Rs.1,60,000 from person with whom, he

had no connection whatsoever - Accused rightly acquitted. (Rajasthan) 680

Dispossession - Settled possession - Possession of 12 days and that also

for purposes of mourning, attending to guests and for performing last rites cannot

be held to be settled possession. (Delhi) 472
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Divorce - Cruelty - Filing of false criminal cases by wife - Family Court can

examine factual foundation of criminal action instituted by wife and examine it for

limited purpose whether allegations on face of it, appears to be fake or concocted

so that aspect of `cruelty' can be decided. (M.P.) 567

Divorce - Cruelty - It is impractical to insist on adduction of independent

oral evidence - Courts have to proceed with inquiry into the truth of allegations

confined to the sole testimonies of the spouses before them, rather than rejecting

them as being interested. (Kerala) 272

Divorce - Cruelty - Act of cruelty condoned - Petition for divorce on the

ground of cruelty will automatically fail. (Madras) 109

Divorce - Cruelty - Leveling of unsubstantiated allegations of infidelity against

wife - Wife also leveled same allegations against husband - It is not the wife who

initiated this game and it is the husband who started it - Ground of cruelty against

wife not proved. (Uttarakhand) 294

Divorce - Cruelty and desertion - Delay of 17 years in filing petition - No

explanation - Divorce petition not maintainable in view of S.23(1)(d) of Hindu

Marriage Act. (Madras) 109

Divorce - Mental cruelty - False allegations leveled by wife against husband

- Four closure reports by different I.O's - Matter was reinvestigated on directions

of High Court and yet again a closure report was filed - Husband thus was treated

with mental cruelty - Decree of divorce affirmed. (Delhi) 401

Electricity - Non payment of dues - Disconnection of electricity connection

- This right is subject to the period of limitation of two years. (S.C.) 001

Ex parte decree - Setting aside - Substituted service - Summons issued

once but not received back - Summons not sent by registered post despite such a

direction - Mere fact that plaintiff entered into another wedlock is not a reason for

sustaining ex parte decree - Ex parte decree rightly set aside. (Rajasthan) 700

Expert opinion - Comparison with signatures subsequent to disputed

signatures - Should not be referred to expert for comparison as there will be a

tendency to sign in a different fashion. (A.P.) 102

Extension of time to deposit balance sale consideration - Every day's

delay not explained - Court has discretion to enlarge time to comply with conditional

decree. (Rajasthan) 751

Gift - Condition restraining alienation - Cannot be imposed. (S.C.) 633

Insurance claim - In the event two constructions are possible or in the

event of an ambiguity, construction which is beneficial to insured should be accepted.

(S.C.) 547

Insurance claim - Non-communication of terms and conditions of insurance

policy to insured - Not open to insurer to rely upon exclusionary clause of policy.

(S.C.) 082

Insurance claim - Theft of motor vehicle - FIR lodged immediately - Delay
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in intimating to Insurance company - Mere delay in intimating insurance company

about theft cannot be a ground to deny the claim of insured. (S.C.) 409

Interim injunction - Disobedience - Application U.O.39.R.2-A CPC is

maintainable only during pendency of civil suit. (M.P.) 242

Lease/sub-lease - Payment of rent is essential element of lease or sub-

lease - It may be paid in lump sum in advance or it can be payable periodically.

(Bombay) 008

Limitation - Condonation of delay - Execution - Filing of appeal or second

appeal would not condone delay. (H.P.) 353

Local Commissioner - Boundary dispute - Court to appoint Local

Commissioner to ascertain the factum with regard to encroachment, if any, made

by either of the parties. (H.P.) 575

Local Commissioner - Can be appointed in suit for bare injunction.

(Madras) 265

Maintenance - Proceedings u/s 125 Cr.P.C, S.24 of Hindu Marriage Act
and S.12 of PWDV Act can run simultaneously. (Rajasthan) 261

Maintenance pendente lite - Can be granted only when wife has no
independent income sufficient for her support. (Calcutta) 645

Maintenance pendente lite - Marriage declared null and void - Appeal by
wife - Claim of wife for maintenance pendente lite is maintainable in such an
appeal. (Orissa) 585

Maintenance pendente lite - Production of documents of income of
husband - For passing an interim order with regard to the maintenance and education
of the minor child, documents pertaining to the income of father are relevant.

(M.P.) 599

Maintenance pendente lite - Rejection of earlier claim for maintenance u/
s 125 Cr.P.C - Not a bar to file an application for grant of interim maintenance.

(Calcutta) 414

Marking of document - Agreement to sell with tenant - No reference in
agreement as to handing over possession to tenant or that tenant would continue in
possession of the property as purchaser under the agreement of sale - Order refusing
to mark agreement of sale set aside. (Karnataka) 654

Marriage - Failure to recite `mantra' during `saptapadi' - Act does not
contemplate enchanting of `mantra' during `saptapadi' - Marriage is valid.

(Calcutta) 520

Marriage sought to be declared null and void - Non performance of
marriage ceremonies - Unrebutted statement of Granthi of Gurdwara - Court can
presume that no marriage had taken place between the parties - If no such marriage
subsisted Court is not in a position to declare marriage null and void. (P&H) 025

Mutation - DNA test - In a proceeding for mutation, respondent cannot be
directed to undergo DNA test. (M.P.) 516

Mutation - On the basis of Will - It is beyond jurisdiction of revenue authorities
to determine genuineness of Will. (M.P.) 516
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Mutation - Registered Will affirmed by civil Court - Mutation has to be
sanctioned in accordance with the judgment and order of civil Court.

(Allahabad) 466

Part performance - - Dismissal of suit for specific performance - Protection
of S.53-A of the Act when available - Enumerated. (Kerala) 794

Possession - Revenue entries in favour of dead person are stray entries and
plaintiff cannot be permitted to take any help of those stray revenue entries.

(P&H) 486

Possession - Revenue entries - Possession of suit land as Gair Marusi i.e.
tenant at will - However, rate of rent and date of inception of tenancy not disclosed
- No evidence produced to show of paying any rent - Entry of Gair Marusi in
revenue record in favour of father does not in any manner clothes plaintiff with
any legal right to be in possession. (P&H) 486

Rejection of miscellaneous application - It is only the plaint which can

be rejected and not the application - Miscellaneous applications are to be determined

on merits. (Telangana) 126

Rejection of plaint - Suit for specific performance in the garb of suit for

declaration and mandatory injunction - Order to pay ad valorum court fee on the

proportionate value of suit property as mentioned in the agreement to sell, upheld.

(P&H) 198

Rejection of plaint - Amounts to decree - It is appeal and not revision

which lies there against. (P&H) 108

Rejection of plaint - Important issues raised therein - Court to frame

complete issues - Issue raised in application U.O.7.R.11 CPC be treated as preliminary

issues - Court to decide preliminary issues prior to proceeding further and deciding

other issues. (Rajasthan) 134

Rejection of plaint - Oral agreement to sell in between two companies -

Not valid - Plaint rejected. (Telangana) 609

Rent and eviction - Reconstruction of building - Obtaining of license,

approved plan will arise after vacating all tenants. (Karnataka) 268

Rent and Eviction - Stay of eviction order - Occupation charges must be

enhanced at least by three times. (Calcutta) 768

Rent and eviction - Title - Not required to be proved - However, when

landlord's derivative title is challenged, same is to be established in some form.

(S.C.) 368

Restoration of suit dismissed in default - `No instructions' - Counsel not

intimating plaintiff - Court also did not issue fresh notice to plaintiff - Factum of

reporting no instructions without informing plaintiff by counsel of plaintiff constitutes

sufficient cause within meaning of O.9.R.9 CPC - Suit restored.

(Chhattisgarh) 063

Restoration of suit dismissed in default - Interlocutory orders - Law as

to - Analysed. (Kerala) 086
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Sale - Delivery of possession - Not an essential condition for sale.

(Gauhati) 203

Sale - When a property is sold, purchaser get into shoes of vendor and

rights of vendor will become right of purchaser - No specific endorsement to that

effect is necessary. (Madras) 048

Secondary evidence - Photostat copies of public documents - Said

documents being public documents, certified copies thereof could have been obtained

by plaintiff and can be produced. (Rajasthan) 603

Specific performance - Agreement in typed form but date and name of

parties written with pen in handwriting - There is no strict requirement that all

parts of agreement are to be typed form or in handwriting form or in combination

thereof. (P&H) 491

Specific performance - Mere inadequacy of consideration is no ground to

disbelieve an agreement or to make agreement un-executable. (P&H) 491

Specific performance - Even in the absence of defence put forth, plaintiff

is required to prove his readiness and willingness and that aspect of the matter is to

be considered by Courts. (S.C.) 505

Specific performance - No document on record to indicate availability of

balance sale consideration on the date when plaintiff had gone to office of sub-

registrar and as on date of filing of suit property - Readiness and willingness on

part of plaintiff not proved - Relief of specific performance set aside. (Specific

Relief Act, 1963, S.16(c) (S.C.) 505

Specific performance - It is not necessary for plaintiff to produce ready

money, but it is mandatory on his part to prove that he has means to generate

consideration amount. (S.C.) 707

Specific performance - Readiness and willingness on part of plaintiff not

proved - Suit dismissed. (Delhi) 663

Specific performance - Relief of specific performance cannot be denied

only on account of phenomenal increase of price during pendency of litigation.

(H.P.) 525

Specific performance - Stipulation of payment of damages but no negative

stipulation that in that event specific performance cannot be sought, then, plaintiff

is entitled to seek specific performance. (Kerala) 018

Statute - Conflict between law and equity - It is law which prevails.

(Rajasthan) 656

Stay of civil suit - S.10 CPC does not prohibit Court to proceed in civil

proceedings even if some criminal proceedings are launched by parties concerned.

(Rajasthan) 051

Stay of civil suit during pendency of criminal proceedings - Pendency

of criminal proceedings not a bar to proceed with the civil suit or matrimonial

proceedings. (Karnataka) 121
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Striking off an issue - Defendant relying upon two different Wills executed

by same testator - Two issues framed as to validity of these two wills - Order

rejecting application to strike off one issue, upheld. (H.P.) 058

Suit for damages - Injuries and disabilities suffered in an attack - Plaintiff

can approach civil Court even when compensation is granted in the criminal case.

(Kerala) 694

Written statement to the amended plaint by defendant whose right to

file written statement was closed - After amendment of plaint, defendant gets

right to file amended written statement and not written statement - Application

rightly dismissed. (Rajasthan) 619
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